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Outline
‣ Why do we browse haptic content?


‣ Tools for browsing haptics: VibViz, Haptipedia


‣ Open challenges in haptic browsing and workshop activity



Why do we browse haptic content?
2. Reuse existing designs

New designs are modifications 
of existing ones.


(Lee et al., 2010)

(Schneider and MacLean, 2016)

1. Get ideas

Novice hapticians fail to 
explore a range of ideas. 

(seifi et al., 2020)

3. Have a shared language

End-users and experts think 
differently about haptics.
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Haptipedia for hardware design

(Seifi et al., 2019 )

VibViz for vibrotactile icons

(Seifi, Zhang, MacLean, 2015) 

Tools for browsing haptic content



How do end-users talk about haptic signals?
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(Seifi, Zhang, MacLean - IEEE WHC 2015) 

VibViz     



How do end-users talk about haptic signals?

Emotional Connotations

Metaphoric Association Usage Examples

Sensory Attributes
- rough

- regular

- strong

- …

- heartbeat

- drums

- …

- battery low

- speed up

- …

- pleasant

- angry

- …
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VibViz design process

VibViz120 Vibrations

Sensation Emotion

Metaphor Usage
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+

end-user 
descriptions 

(n=44)



VibViz  
(http://hastiseifi.com/VibViz/) 



Accelerating discovery of expert knowledge
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(Seifi, Fazlollahi, Oppermann, Sastrillo, Ip, Agrawal, Park, Kuchenbecker, MacLean -  ACM CHI 2019) 



Hundreds of force-feedback devices have been invented.
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Haptipedia’s design process

Devices: Systematic Review of haptic 
Literature (>2000 papers)

…
…

…

Language: expert literature and 
community input (>100 users)
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Haptipedia  
(haptipedia.org) 
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5471 visitors from 102 countries

http://haptipedia.org


Open challenges in haptic browsing

2. Reuse existing designs

- How to support sharing 
and reuse?

1. Get ideas

- Provide multiple pathways


- Use visual and audio proxies


- Good proxies for haptics?

3. Have a shared language



Haptiverse
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Led by Dr. Oliver Schneider, University of Waterloo 
WIP Session #3



Open challenges in haptic browsing

2. Reuse existing designs

- How to support sharing 
and reuse?

1. Get ideas

- Provide multiple pathways


- Use visual and audio proxies


- Good proxies for haptics?

3. Have a shared language

- Whose language?


- Scalable methods?


- Technology dependency?

workshop activity



Breakout Activity

1. Describe a device or a sensation (e.g., from box of sensation)


2. Find a similar sensation (or device) on VibViz/Haptipedia


3. Reflect on the haptic descriptors/language
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